Larger organizations and those with more mature security practices often have large amounts of security data, sourced from many best of breed point products across their ecosystem. To help detect targeted attacks, they often license industry specific data to enrich these sources. The more extensive use they make of all this valuable data, the better return they can realize from their broader investment in cyber security.

**Increase Threat Detection Efficacy**
Mimecast BYO Threat Intelligence provides automatic ingestion of threat data directly into your tenant on the Mimecast platform. It is enabled by our cloud-native, multi-tenant Mime|OS platform that is unencumbered by legacy architectures that rely on virtual machines, resulting in poor API support. By automating data ingestion using Mimecast's rich APIs, you can streamline your response processes, increase email threat detection efficacy and realize quicker estate-wide time to protection.

**Designed to Meet Your Needs**
BYO Threat Intelligence has flexible licensing to suit your needs and the amount of threat data you wish to ingest into your tenant:
- BYO TI 1M (ingest up to 1M items)
- BYO TI 500K (ingest up to 500K items)
- BYO TI 250K (ingest up to 250K items)

**Add Ecosystem Intelligence to Your Email Gateway Protection**
Enhance your email gateway protection by ingesting threat data from your security ecosystem tools and feeds.